M8	SCHILLER AND THE TYPE-PROBLEM
This suspension of the opposite^ produces an emptiness,
which we call the unconscious.   Because it is not deter-
mine! by the opposites this condition is susceptible to
every determinant.   Schiller calls it an " test/if tic " condition
[Letter xx., p. 105].   It is worth noting that he thereby
overlooks the fact that sensuousness and reason cannot
both be " active " in this condition, since, as Schiller himself
says, they are already suspended through mutual negation.
But, since something must be active and Schiller has no
other function at his disposal, the pairs of opposites must,
according to him, again become active.   Their activity
naturally persists, but   since consciousness  is " empty "
they must necessarily be in the unconscious1.    But this
concept Schiller lacks—accordingly he becomes contra-
dictory at .this point   His mediating aesthetic function
would thus be equivalent to our symbol-forming activity
(creative phantasy),   Schiller defines the "aesthetic dis-
position" as the relation of a thing "to the totality of our
various faculties (mental functions), without its being a
definite object for any one individual faculty".   He would
here perhaps   have done better,  instead of this vague
definition, to return to his earlier concept of the symbol,
since the symbol has this quality, that it is related to all
the psychic functions without being a definite object of
any single one.    Having now reached this mediating dis*
position, Schiller perceives that " it is henceforth possible
for man, in the way of nature, to make what lie will of
himself—that the freedom to be what he ought to be is
wholly restored to him."
Because by preference Schiller proceeds intellectually
and rationally he falls a victim to his own conclusion.
This is already revealed in his choice of the expression
"aesthetic". If he had been acquainted with Indian
* As Schiller rightly says, in the aesthetic state man. is nothing,
Letter XX, p. 108.

